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FACIAL EXPRESSIONS HAND GESTURES TONE OF VOICE

          
     

A huge portion of the communication that we deliver to an audience is actually unconscious. 

Your facial expressions, your hand gestures, and your tone of voice play important roles in communicating 
meaning to your audience—sometimes even more than the words we use. 

FACIAL EXPRESSIONS

You will often see speakers raise their eyebrows while they speak. It is similar to the hand gesture of opening 
your palms to the ceiling, which emulates uncertainty. 

 y When people raise their eyebrows and furrow their forehead, they look uncertain, like they’re asking  
a question. 

 y Aim for a facial expression that matches the conversation you’re having. 

 y Use your face the way you would at the dinner table with your friends. 

 y The best way to be authentic is…TO BE AUTHENTIC! Don’t put on a mask.

MODULE 4 

CONSCIOUS & UNCONSCIOUS COMMUNICATION

TIPS & TRICKS
1.  

If you put on a face, you will break authenticity! Faking it will result in a loss of credibility  
and authority. 
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HAND GESTURES

Your hands communicate all kinds of things to the audience, often unconsciously. 

 y If you put your hands out in front of you with your palms open to the ceiling, it gives the impression of 
uncertainty, asking a question, or making an appeal. 

 y A much more certain hand movement is to put one hand on top of the other with your palms facing 
down and push down while separating your hands and spreading them out to your sides. 

 y There’s also the “contemplative” pose with one hand on your chin and one hand on your elbow, which 
gives an impression of intelligence and thoughtful certainty.

 y You can also use what is called asymmetrical movement. 

 » Humans don’t like asymmetry. It makes them feel uncomfortable and creates a level of uncertainty. 

 » You can use this to your advantage by following it up with other movements that do create certainty.

 y Learn to disassociate your hands from your vocal patterns.

 » If you are an unconscious hand talker, your hands are doing all kinds of stuff that can be distracting 
for people, so if you try to use an intentional hand gesture it doesn’t really work. 

 » Only use your hands with PURPOSE and intention. 

UNCERTAINTY CERTAINTY CONTEMPLATION ASYMMETRICAL 
MOVEMENT HAND TALKING

          
    

TIPS & TRICKS
1.  

Use gestures that communicate certainty.

RECOMMENDED RESOURCES
1.  

The Works of American Author and Family Therapist Virginia Satir (1916-1988)
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VOCAL TONES 

Think of “vocal tones” as being like different languages. If you feel like you have known someone forever even 
though you just met them, it is because you have resonance in your style, so it’s easy to build rapport. You 
probably speak the same vocal language. 

In any audience that you speak to, there are people who are: 

VISUAL AUDITORY KINESTHETIC 

            

Visual
Visual people will use more words like: 

 y Sight 

 y See

 y Vision

Visual people also:

 y Have a tendency to be louder and faster 

 y Want to convey messages quickly so they talk really fast

Auditory
Auditory people use words like: 

 y Sound

 y Listen

 y Click

Auditory people also:

 y Tend to have a clearer cadence to their speech

 y When they speak there is a rhythm to the way they talk

 y They have a much more moderate tone

 » This is a very pleasant way of presenting if the talk is short, but it can also be hypnotic and put your 
audience to sleep 
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Kinesthetic 
Kinesthetic people use terms like:

 y Feel

 y Warm/Cold

 y Gut

Kinesthetic people also:

 y Tend to talk much more slowly

 y Use many pauses in their speech

 y Are extremely averse to loud, abrupt people or situations

 » Feel easily overwhelmed/overstimulated 

 y Need to be eased into things

Managing All Three Vocal Types

1. DON’T spend too much time in one modality.

a. Cycle through vocal types and create a rollercoaster of experience for people

b. This means that you need to develop VOCAL RANGE. Practice at a greater range than you would 
perform on stage. 

2. Start at Kinesthetic.

3. Work up to Auditory.

4. Move into Visual.

5. Then cycle through the modalities to keep everyone engaged throughout the presentation.

TIPS & TRICKS
1.  

Visual vs. Kinesthetic = Not a Good Match!

1.  

REMEMBER: Rapport happens when resonance is present. If your client speaks a different 
vocal language, learn that language or find someone who can. 
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The Charisma Pattern

SUMMARY
Facial Expressions

 y Keep it Natural

 y Unguarded

 y Authentic

Hand Gestures

 y Purposeful 

 y Communicate Certainty

Tone of Voice

 y Broadspectrum Appeal

 y Charisma Pattern - Use your entire range

 » Kinesthetic, Auditory, Visual

By mastering these aspects of communication and shifting them from unconscious to conscious control, you 
will separate yourself from almost every speaker out there. 

TIPS & TRICKS
1.  

Start in kinesthetic, then move to auditory, and then build into visual. By doing this, you build 
rapport with the whole room by using a technique called THE CHARISMA PATTERN. All of the 
most powerful speakers use this technique.

AUDITORY KINESTHETIC VISUAL

CYCLE
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HOMEWORK
PART 1

For the next two or three days, when you’re out with friends, out for a meal, or doing anything, and you find 
yourself telling a story, put your hands on the table in front of you and keep them there. Everytime you notice 
you’re moving, put your hands back on the table. 

If you can disassociate your hands from your vocal patterns, then you will be fully capable of using your hands 
with intention and certainty. 

PART 2

Next time you tell a story, practice your vocal range and push the limits of how you tell the story by imagining 
you’re telling the story to children. 

PART 3

Visit YouTube or Ted Talks and watch some of the great speeches and orators, such as Martin Luther King. 
Listen to their speeches from beginning to end to see how they use vocal tone (especially the Charisma 
Pattern), facial expressions, and hand gestures as tools in their delivery. Examine the patterns among the 
speakers you admire in regard to their speaking styles. Make a note on anything that stands out to you.



Notes:


